
● Enjoy lightning-fast performance of your existing 
SAP apps by running them on Google Cloud’s 
high-speed network.

● Virtualizing your SAP apps allows you to ensure all 
employees have the same experience across all their 
devices, no matter where they’re working from.

● Avoid the costly and lengthy process of re-building 
your SAP apps from scratch to work in the cloud. 
Virtualizing SAP ensures limitless cloud-native 
performance that can scale at a moment’s notice.

Want to learn more and see a demo?
Contact us at itopia.com or Ask your Google Rep

● Manage any number of departments and 
offices from itopia’s centralized, wizard-based 
console.

● No more endpoint management. With itopia, 
you control all corporate data with PCI, SOC, 
and ISO compliance on GCP’s secure network.

● Only pay for what you need. Shift from costly, 
CapEx-intensive on-prem VDI and harness the 
lightweight scalability of the cloud.

No more upfront CapEx for 
procuring servers, storage, 

networking, power, cooling, or 
refreshing of hardware.

itopia’s app virtualization is a 
low-cost subscription-based 

price for enterprises. No 
runaway cloud fees.

Reduce the IT burden on 
staff by 65% with itopia’s 

automated lifecycle 
management.

Success Story ✓ TB International GmbH was able to rapidly virtualize their SAP apps to run on 
any device across their vertically-integrated manufacturing & retail organization.

✓ Workers gained secure access to SAP while working from anywhere, while 
realizing the performance benefits of Google Cloud’s modern network.

http://itopia.com
http://itopia.com
http://itopia.com


Tier 1 sysadmins can easily deploy custom SAP apps on Windows 10 and Windows 
Server virtualized environments on Google Cloud’s global, high-speed network.

Collections pools enables easy segmentation of departments and offices with 
custom images of apps and permissions. One-click onboarding of employees with 
centralized management all from a single console in the browser.

All apps are streamed securely through the browser -- and all sensitive patient data 
is stored securely within your GCP project with HIPAA-compliance. itopia’s 
automation platform does not have access to your data.

Barbara’s Device
(any device)

Google Cloud
Data Center App Streaming

(Delivered by itopia)

Intelligently autoscale compute resources up and down for optimal performance. 
Automatically power VMs on and off to match real-time end-user demand.


